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the a-klub can be found at tops, as well as at sanders
knives. at tops we have been able to include the

sanders’ free leather sheath, which has a heavy duty
rigidity and durability. the video from tops of the a-
klub shows a beginner putting it through its paces

and it comes out the other side with only a few minor
nicks. a real test of the a-klub is chopping an apple,
which is where the massive bulk comes in handy. at
the end of the day, it's not the knife, but the apple
that matters. the a-klub works well for everything
from a first time home cook to a butcher. if you’ve
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never tried the klub, this is a good starting point. you
can spend hours on end looking at great looking
knives, and at the end of the day, it's going to be

your hands that get the job done. i dont know about
you, but i like to know that the knife i'm using is

going to work as expected in my hands. a great knife
will take care of you. a great knife is going to get the

job done. the a-klub is a great introduction to klub
that comes at a great price. if you want to see more
of the a-klub's features and other shapes, check out
the appendix klub. the appendix klub is a great way
to get acquainted with the klub family of knives. the
klub family of knives is a great addition to the set of

tools you have. i think they are a great value, and the
"almost" european styling gives them a unique look
and feel. they fit in well with many styles of knives
and with many cooking/survival techniques. check

out the klub line. they have been around for a while,
but the line has only just started to catch on. they

have a good combination of german styling,
american strength, and tops durability. all of which

make for a great knife.
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i was looking for some ideas for my daughter, a
vegetarian, for some comfort food that she could

make for herself. i looked up the web site for the klub
series and found a few recipes that sounded good.
however, i am told that she likes a klub that has a

little salt and pepper in it. i have been instructed by a
friend who has been a vegetarian since she was 11

years old that i cannot add salt to a meal that is
kosher, and neither can i add any spices because the

"kosher" objection is a blanket ban. she also said i
cannot boil pork in the main course, but i may boil
the klub. i tried following the directions of someone
on this web site, but because i am not cooking pork
or beef, i do not know if i used too much flour. the

result was a short, thick, sticky, dense klub. my
daughter said that it was delicious, but she missed

salt and pepper. kids klub gives kids the opportunity
to practice socialization skills, role-playing and more

by working with others of similar ages and
experience. for more than twenty-five years, kids

klub has fostered independence, nurturing respect
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and responsibility, and has provided a unique
learning environment. this was the only knife i always

had in my pocket growing up. it was my most used
knife. i was a greenie scout and my mother taught
me how to make it when i was a young boy. it was

used daily until i was 7 years old. it was used by my
father at the meat counter in his deli and he gave it
to my mother for her to use. soon it was mine. it was
my favorite knife. i just took it with me everywhere
and my mother would never take it out of my life.
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